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CADAC Modular System explained. 45Page 3 CADAC MODULAR SYSTEM CADAC MODULAR
SYSTEMPage 6 BRAAIMAXX RANGE MERIDIAN RANGEPage 7 BraaiMaxx MERIDIAN RANGE
ENTERTAINER RANGEPage 11 Meridian CHARCOAL MATE 57cm CHARCOAL RANGE
ACCESSORIESPage 12 CHARCOAL RANGE ACCESSORIES CHARCOAL RANGE
ACCESSORIESPage 13 Patio Entertainer Range Carri CHEF RANGEPage 14 CARRI CHEF RANGE
safari chef RANGEPage 15 Leisure Chef 2COOK RANGE cook 230Page 16 Patio Range Accessories
CHEF RANGE POWER PAK 1000Page 17 CHEF RANGE ACCESSORIES CHEF RANGE
ACCESSORIESPage 18 Pierceable CARTRIDGE RANGEPage 19 Charcoal Pro Range EN417
threaded cartridge range EN417 threaded cartridge rangePage 21 Charcoal Range Accessories
BRAAISTYLE ACCESSORIESPage 22 BRAAISTYLE ACCESSORIES BRAAISTYLE
ACCESSORIESPage 24 BRAAIMAXX recipes MERIDIAN recipes. Saffron coquilles with salicornia
Cod with Jamon Serrano Spanish ham and Summer Chicken Stew naan bread. Page 25 Carri Chef
Range NOTES. All burners are fitted with an automatic Ignitor. The warranty will only apply if the
unit is assembled and operated in accordance with the printed instructions. Use of a CADAC. Refer
to the manual for further instructions on how to assemble your unit. Model 98324S PART NO.Refer
to the manual for further instructions on how to assemble your unit. Models 98335S and 98323S
PART NO.Refer to the manual for further instructions on how to assemble your unit. Model 98520S
RUBBER WHEEL PART NO. DESCRIPTION ILLUSTRATION QUANTITY AxLE BOLT AND NUT



CYlINDER BRACKET SIDE PANEL AND. Refer to the manual for further instructions on how to
assemble your unit. Model 98521S RUBBER WHEEL PART NO. DESCRIPTION ILLUSTRATION
QUANTITY AxLE BOLT AND NUT CYlINDER BRACKET SIDE PANEL AND. Refer to the manual for
further instructions on how to assemble your unit. Model 98522S and 98530S PART NO.Refer to the
manual for further instructions on how to assemble your unit. Models 98320S, 98523S, 98333S,
98342S, 98531S PART NO.http://edv-denk.com/userfiles/dewalt-dw106-manual.xml
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There is a heat deflector plate in fact 2 so I have a spare a BBQ grill, the reversible grill plate and a
Skottel. I presume I use the heat deflector plate with the BBQ grill, but I am not sure if I should use
the heat deflector plate with the reversible grill plate teflon coated and the Skottel. I dont want to
use the items without the deflector plate and end up damaging the teflon on the grill plate. Thanks
for any help in advance, plus any general tips for using the cadac would be most appreciated.
AndyCant help with your question, but just wanted to say hello anyway Gerald Regards, AdrianThe
only thing negative I would say about it is if you like to bbq alot I find cleaning all the fat around the
outer edge a real pain in the van, I take it out side with bowl of hot water and do it that way. With
very fatty foods we have found that the fat has been known to catch fire around the edge when it
collects so deep, some sort of drainage tap in the base would have been a good idea in my opinion.
We have also got the huge paella pan which we use loads for chillies, spag bolls and the like. We
didnt invest in the lid and never really missed it. Just in the process of buying another for my ex and
his wife as they are buying their first van today and have no oven or grill so this should work well for
them. Riversway have the full set with free cover for 99.95. MandyThink mine has a different flame
setting to that printed on the knob and a check thro.Please enter your desired user name, your email
address and other required details in the form below. Note that passwords are casesensitive. Testing
the Cadac Would we love them too. Latest update July 2020 The reviews of the Cobb and Lotus Grill.
This tells us that people take their outdoor cooking and barbecuing very seriously. There’s an added
incentive in trying Cadac stoves.they’re like a lessmessy barbecue and can also boil a kettle.
Multipurpose is always right up our
street.http://apluskleaning.com/admin/images/dewalt-dw090pk-manual(1).xml
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Final reason Many gas camping stoves are cheap and nasty affairs and we’d prefer something solid
and longlasting. These are the portable models of Cadac camping stoves. It has piezo ignition and
adjustable temperature. The domed top attaches as a windshield. 47cm diameter and around 190 for
the set Safari Chef 2 The Safari Chef 2 has folding legs that allow you to stand it on the floor or
folded on a table. Piezo ignition, lots of accessories and a neat bag. High pressure canister HP or low
pressure gas bottle options too LP. 28cm diameter. Around 110 with accessories. It takes a hose and
gas bottle, has piezo ignition and all packs down neatly though not as small as some. Around 150.
It’s foldable, comes with all the accessories we need and has the option of extras such as a baking
stone, wok and more. The price is reasonable and a stove powered from a refillable gas bottle is
more economical than a throwaway canister and lastly. The stove is also quick to set up and pack
away. We’ve now been using ours for four years and it never lets us down! Within minutes, we’d
attached the hose and larger refillable gas cylinder. This LP low pressure version gives higher
cooking temperatures, but because of the gas bottle is more suited to car, campervan and caravan
users. The HP version which takes canisters is probably better for people wanting to keep weight
down. Folded into a small packable piece of cooking kit The overall size of the Cadac in its neat
storage bag is about 38cm in diameter and weighs around 3.6kg. Probably not for backpackers, but
easy to tuck into a wellloaded car! A windbreak would make a difference. We used all but the baking
stone and found the surfaces easy to cook on and easy to clean. It was fairly simple to control the
heat once we got the hang of the knob and, although charcoal cooking has its advantages, the speed
and lack of smoke was lovely.

Another factor is that many European campsites don’t allow charcoal barbecues these days because
of the fire risk. The Cadac is more gas stove than barbecue so shouldn’t bring an angry owner
rushing to your tent. You’ll find our recipes below. Meanwhile, what was the verdict No charcoal, so
things stay cleaner and you’re cooking straight away. Yes! The Safari Chef 2, LP version for us.
You’ll need a larger model for bigger family meals. There are no lifting tools so that you can swap
hot sections as you need them. You’ll need gloves. Mind you, because there are no coals to burn
down, it cools quickly. Here’s our guide to woodburning campstoves. Have a look at our suggestions



for fast camp cooking using induction hobs, Instant Pot and more. Strain and leave to cool. Put all
the other ingredients in a bowl. Squeeze any water out of the cool bulgur and add the grains to the
bowl. Serve with a squeeze of lemon over the top and maybe a yoghurty dipping sauce or garlic
mayonnaise. Here’s what we had hanging around spring onion kale pak choi’s nicer! tenderstem
broccoli mushrooms beansprouts garlic chilli Then we mixed the following in a jamjar two
tablespoons of soy sauce and two of vinegar a tablespoon of sweet chilli sauce a pinch of pepper Put
a little oil in the Cadac wok or a big frying pan. Get it nice and hot. Add the chunkier vegetables that
will take more cooking and cook till they’re losing a bit of their crispness. Add the garlic and chilli.
Ginger would be good too. Add the rest of the veg and keep it moving. Serve after a few seconds of
warming through. If you have some readycooked noodles, you could add these to the stirfry before
adding the dressing. Just stir well and heat through. Delicious with crusty bread and a green salad
on the side. The only problem is keeping raw fish cool before you cook. Have a look at our article on
buying a camping fridge, or even better, camp next to a fishing boat. And a squeeze of lemon can lift
the dish.



http://schlammatlas.de/en/node/15927

Add your potato if using, fish and milk. Simmer for 10 minutes or so. Stir and then add the cream.
Mix in your chopped herbs and season with black pepper. You probably won’t need salt if you’re
using smoked fish. We put fridges and coolboxes to the test We put fridges and coolboxes to the test
Our guide to quickpitch and inflatable tents Join us for the occasional update Your email Your email
address Submit Form is being submitted, please wait a bit. These programmes let websites such as
this earn money by linking to reputable companies. Some of our articles, therefore, contain affiliate

http://schlammatlas.de/en/node/15927


links. This means that if you click on them to buy anything, Campfire will get a small percentage of
the price at no cost to you, of course. This helps to pay for the upkeep of this site. We never link to
products unless we can honestly recommend them, and we always try to find the cheapest and best
source for the camping gear we’re featuring. Join us for the occasional update Your email Your email
address Submit Form is being submitted, please wait a bit. I dont need to see this again, thanks.
Something went wrong. CADAC EAZI CHEF 50.00 3d 6h Make offer CADAC EAZI CHEF Cadac
portable gas bbq Eazi Chef 130.00 Make offer Cadac portable gas bbq Eazi Chef Cadac Carri Chef
Barbecue under tray 19.99 6d 23h Make offer Cadac Carri Chef Barbecue under tray CADAC
EASICHEF BBQ 1,000.00 Make offer CADAC EASICHEF BBQ Cadac safari chef 20.00 6d 23h Make
offer Cadac safari chef Cadac Potjie Pot Gas Attachment 20.00 3d 6h Make offer Cadac Potjie Pot
Gas Attachment Go to next slide Make an offer Fresh Deals this Way Find what you’re looking for,
for even less.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign.
Unbelievable value from the Towsure essential range! Ideal for caravan holidays, up to 60km range.
Galvanised steel construction and easy to assemble. 5 models available with optional accessories to
suit.

http://demenagementlandry.com/images/breville-bread-machine-manual.pdf

Cadac Barbecues innovative, quality range of cooking, camping and accessories, has been developed
and designed, with the growing need for outdoor comfort and convenience, in mind. Enjoy the
adventure of new discoveries with us. Because Cadacs innovative, quality gas and charcoal patio
range and fine accessories have been developed and designed, with evolving outdoor leisure
lifestyles in mind, Cadac has become synonymous with great outdoor cooking enjoyment and
companionship not only away from home but on patios everywhere. GB 174 2995 30. Established
1967. The entire Cadac range has folding support legs for easy packing into the handy carrying bag.
Down BT19 7WP Northern Ireland. Please upgrade your browser to improve your experience.
GoFrom electrician to head chef, care assistant to courier, youll find thousands of new opportunities
on Jobs From Gumtree Search Jobs It fits the standard module of the CADACBargain at 20.00. CaIt
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has been in the loft for some years and needs a new owner who can enjoy it.Can include Butane Gas
Cylinder if you like. Lightweight, portable gas BBQ. High Pressure unit. Foldable legs.
Interchangeable modular surface optionsAutomatic push buttonHeavy Duty bags also included. Only
used at caravan. Open to reasonable offersVery good condition. Comes with partially full 4.5kg gass
bottle. Light use only as BBQFolds down for easy storage and portability. Good used condition.
Based on Thorpe Marriott.Fork, tongs and flipper. Excellent conditionSome dints but not affecting
its use, bits of rust in places, could be covered with hammerite if wished. Extra parts still available
from cadac.Used, but still in working order. Only issue is the thermometer which seems to zero out
at 250C. Doesnt affect use, but wont give you the temperature of the inside accurately. Ive never
replaceGood condition. Used about 10 times. Includes. Unused skottel pan paella pan. Pot stand.
Dome lid. Storage bags. Gas hose with regulator. Cooks great food.

https://www.dermatina100.gr/images/breville-brc-300-manual.pdf

Selling becauseNo grill plate. Used only a few times.Limited is a credit broker, not a lender.
Introductions are limited to motorLondon Place, London, SE1 2AF, UK. VAT No. 345 7692 64.
Simply select Preferences for your browser and select the enable JavaScript checkbox. It can be
used on the floor or on a table, and the device and surfaces easily foldup and stack together so they
can be stored in the handy carrying case. Whatever your reason, we offer a refund or exchange
within 28 days of delivery or collection. Reviewed by Garry Brown 26th Jun, 2019 cadac safira chef 2
cant fault this product great for camping takes a while to get used 2 but can cook anything Reviewed
by Tim Holland 24th Jun, 2019 loose screw The screw holding the gas regulator in place fell out the
first time I took it on holiday, so unable to use. Go outdoors said return to local shop, but they
thought I should send it to Cadac, they had different instructions to the web chat people. Managed
to get a replacement, but the screw on the new one was loose. No response from Cadac as I was
trying to point out a design flaw. Had to secure the screw in place with Loctite myself. Not
impressed. Watch out if you take one of these on holiday Reviewed by Chloe 3rd May, 2019 Great
product varied use This product is the handiest item for camping I have purchased, well worth the
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money and the performance of it is second to none. I will be upgrading in a few years to the taller
Cadac. Reviewed by Steve 22nd Apr, 2019 Great allrounder We have had ours now for 2 years and it
has proved to be a great purchase. We wanted something easy to set up when out on our narrow
boat which was easy to clean and store. The food cooks well and plenty of area to cook for 2. Highly
recommended for camping, days out or even home. Reviewed by Les 28th Feb, 2018 Cadac safari 2
After using one of the big cadac for many years our family has grown up and moved on we bought
the smaller safari.

Well I was amazed it’s a smashing size for the two of us and so versatile. You don’t need a cooker
when you have one of these. I would recommend this product to any one. Reviewed by bazjaq 30th
Nov, 2017 Super little BBQ I reviewed loads of the smaller BBQs over the past few months and
finally purchased the Safari 2. It turned out to be a brilliant buy. Im impressed with its versatility
and ease of cleaning after dinner. A must for the campervan or campers. It would be a bonus if the
hose and regulator came with it. Brilliant! If youve got this you dont need a separate cooker, as this
will cook everything that can be fried, grilled or warmed on the hob.really love it! Reviewed by
Steaminparker 30th Aug, 2017 Cadac Safari Chef 2 Recently bought the Cadac for use with our
motorhome. Very pleased with its compactness, versatility of the different cooking plates, easy to
use and clean. The only draw back would be the flimsy legs it stands on. Otherwise a really good
buy. Reviewed by Snowden47 28th Aug, 2017 REALLY IS AS GOOD AS ITS REVIEWS Just bought
for the family holiday, and we were all very pleased with its ease of use, easy clean, perfect cooking
and stores away so neatly afterwards. Very happy that we bought this Reviewed by oldster 12th Aug,
2017 Cadac Safari Chef 2 A tremendous piece of kit. Performs all tasks excellently. The surfaces are
genuinely nonstick and easy to clean. Clever design allows easy connection of hose no need for
spanners. The drip tray works well as a windshield. Packs down neatly into its welldesigned bag.
Reviewed by Antony 23rd Jul, 2017 Compact Cadac Grill Very good compact Barbeque food just
tastes better outside. Surprised by the low rate of gas usage, purchased six bottles now using the
third bottle after one season of camping. Used for cooking a wide range of dishes and perfect for
that Sunday morning fry up. Delivery was extremely quick Reviewed by Mick 19th Jul, 2017 Cadac
grill One of the best pieces of camping kit around.

https://exactblue.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626f3ac222a68-
--bosch-vip-1000-manual.pdf

Its compact, versatile and easy to clean. Packs neatly into its little bag which makes it easy to store
in the motorhome. Would recommend this equipment to every one who camps, caravans or
motorhomes. Reviewed by Jo 9th Jul, 2017 Cadac safari chef 2 One word for the cadac safari chef 2,
mint Reviewed by Nicky 28th Jun, 2017 Cadac safari chef 2 Superb bit of kit, touring north France in
motorhome, very compact and handy. Cooking controls are great, previous reviews state no
regulator included is tru, but there is such a varied gas supply per person it is not practical to satisfy
everyone. Best bit of kit for this price by far, also brilliant options from pot to grill to BBQ supplied
so no end to uses. Reviewed by towball 17th Jun, 2017 Does what it says on the box Nice compact
gas BBQ. Complete with different cooking pans. Not too heavy for caravanning.Ideal size for two
people. Family would probably need the larger Cadac. Shame it isnt supplied with the hose. What a
successful purchase. Had 2 trips away since Easter using the Safari Chef and its a great piece of kit.
Such an improvement in time and effort required when compared to our previous tiny charcoal filled
bucket BBQ. Really easy to use with clear instructions supplied sturdy, well made and easy to clean
due to the high quality nonstick surfaces. All goes back neatly in to the handy carry bag with plenty
of space to include the gas pipe which you need to purchase in addition in the bag. We bought a
larger, yet still portable, gas bottle which adds to the price significantly but well worth the money.
BBQs were a real faff before, but not any more. For a quick breakfast or full dinner, its fun and
hassle free!! Prev Page 1 of 2 Next Found a lower price online. We will use your information in
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accordance with our Privacy Policy updated from February 2019 Our Policies. By using the Select a
language button, you can choose the language of the manual you want to view. Website
www.cadaceurope.comWebsite www.

cadaceurope.com. Bellenstrae 58, 68163 Mannheim. Website www.cadaceurope.comWebsite
www.cadaceurope.comBudimska 3, 11000 Beograd, Serbia. Website www.cadac.rs. CADACBBQ Pty
Ltd. Australia. Website www.cadacbbq.com.auToll Free 1888 602 2322 or Tel 1 954 956 2272. Fax 1
954 971 3725. Website www.cadacbarbecues.com. Tel. Fax. Email. Website www.ivdxb.com. Yunipat
Distributors Z Ltd. Zambia. P.O. Box 32327 Lusaka ZAMBIA. Website
www.yunipatdistributors.co.zm. Hot Smoke Trading Company. PO Box 28143, Horsham Downs,
Hamilton 3256, New Zealand. Tel 0064 7 853 6210. Fax 0064 7 853 6211. Website
www.hotsmoke.co.nzP.O. Box 17962 Dubai, UAE. P.O. Box 43196, Industria, 2042, South Africa.
Website www.cadac.co.zaThis appliance shall only be used with an approved hose and regulator.
Note To ensure satisfactory operation when using a cartridge always start up with a full cartridge
and only when the intended period ofGas appliances require ventilation for efficient performance
and to ensure the safety of users and other persons in close proximity. Use Outdoors OnlyThe parts
included asThroughout this manual where there areTake noteAppliance Catagories. Allowable gases
andNominal usage. Gross nom. heat input. Jet Number. Gas supply sources An approved hose and
regulator connected toA refillable gas container not exceeding 11kg and complying with localCA 445
Cadac orCountry name abbrevitions. Table 1The BBQ. The NonStick Reversible Grill. The BBQ Lid.
The Paella Pan. The CADAC Carri Chef offers six different methods of cooking depending on the
specific model purchased. The six cooking options areIdeal for foods with a high fat content as the
builtinThe nonstick surface allows for healthier cooking using less fat.This gives the user maximum
cooking flexibility at an economicalRecommended pot sizes are a minimum of 150mm diameter and
aThe Pot Stand. Table 3. Accessory Pot Stand. Table Top Legs. Paella PanSkottel Food
WarmersAdditional accessories available. Table 2. Part No.

forWire Grid. Grill Plate. Deflector Plate. Fat Pan. BBQ Lid. Standard Pot Stand. Burner Pan. Leg
Assembly. Paella Pan TAccessories Tray. Main Bag. Bag. Skottel Bag. Grill Plate Bag. Leg Bag.
Paella Bag. Recipe BookThe hose must be checked for wear or damage before every use and before
connecting to the gas container. Do not use the appliance if it has a damaged or worn hose. Replace
the hose. Do not use an appliance that is leaking, damaged or which does not operate properly.
Ensure that the gas container is fitted or changed in a wellventilated location, preferably outdoors,
away from any sources of ignitionKeep gas containers away from heat and flame. Do not place on a
stove or any other hot surface. Failure to adhere toDo not try to remove the cylinder whilst the unit
is in operation. The gas cylinder must be disconnected from the appliance after use or when in
storage. Not for use with a remote gas supply. When assembling the legs, always make sure that the
leg securing rings have been securely fastened and that the assembled product isDo not use the
appliance without fitting the Accessories Tray F as it also plays an important role in ensuring. Use
only on a firm level surface. Do not move the appliance whilst the unit is in operation. Should the
Heat Shield, Fat Pan B or Burner Pan D become damaged in such a way that permanent contact
between the Heat. Shield and the Fat Pan B occurs during use, do not use the appliance. Return it to
your Cadac stockist for repair. See Figs.9d. Do not cover up or change the Air Holes M Fig.9a in the
Valve Box Cover P Fig. 9b as this will affect the performance of the productEnsure the appliance is
used away from flammable materials. Minimum safe distances are. Above the appliance 1.2m. At the
rear and sides 600mm. See Fig.1. Accessible parts may become very hot, the use of protective gloves
is recommended. Keep young children away from the appliance. Use Outdoors Only.

In the event of light back where the flame burns back and ignites inside the burner or venturi
housing, immediately turn off the gasAfter the flame is extinguished, removeRelight the appliance as
described in Section 6 below. Should the flame persistently light back, return the product to your



authorised CADAC repair agent. If there is a leak on your appliance smell of gas, take it outside
immediately into a wellventilated flamefree location where the leak mayIf you wish to check for
leaks on your appliance, do it outside. Do not try to detect leaks using a flame; useThe correct way is
to smear the joints with soapy water. If a bubble or bubbles form then there is a gas leak.
Immediately turn off the gasCheck that all the connections are properlyHose. Gas Container.
Assembly and use. Light back. LeaksFlammableFlammableFlammable. Fig. 1B. Fat Pan. C.
Inspection Hole. D. Burner Pan. E1. Leg. E2. Securing Ring. F. Accessory Tray. G. Reversible
nonstick Grill Plate. H1.BBQ Grid. H2.BBQ Deflector Plate. I1. Skottel BBQ. I2. Skottel Food
Warmers optional extra. J1. BBQ Lid Handle. J2. Handle Screw Cap. K1. BBQ Lid Handle Bracket
Inner. K2. BBQ Lid Handle Bracket Outer. L1. Control Knob. L2. Ignitor Button. M. Air Hole. N.
Burner. O. Valve Piezo Cover. P1. Valve Clip Cover. P2. Valve Cover Slot. R Valve Tailpiece. S. Tray
Clips. T. Paella Pan. U. Fat Pan Locators. V. Locator. W. Vent Hole. X. Standard Pot Stand. Y.
Locking ScrewsFor details contact your local stockist. Note. Place the Burner Pan D Fig.2 onto a
clean surface with the Burner N facing down. Take a Leg E1 Fig.2 and 3a and insertSecuring Ring
E2 onto the Leg Bracket, turn clockwise to engage thread, continue turning until tight. Do not over
tighten. Repeat this step for the other two legs. Place the Carri Chef onto its legs. Fit the Accessory
Tray F by sequentially clipping all three fixing bosses into the Tray Clips S. Fig.3c. To remove the
legs, reverse the above procedure.

Fit the Valve Tailpiece R onto the Valve O Fig.4 by screwing it on in an antiSABS 11562 or
equivalent. In South Africa the regulator used must comply with SANS 1237.The TailpieceTighten
530 angle degrees. When assembling the hose to the regulator the hose connections and the.
Tailpiece should be tested for leakage with soapy water with normalFig. 3a Fig. 3b. Fig. 3cDo not
twist or pinch hose. Do not route the hose in any manner that will cause it to come into contact with
any surfaces that wouldBefore fitting your gas cylinder ensure that the Valve O is in the OFF
position by turning the Control Knob L1 clockwise toTighten the assembly down by inserting the bolt
through theClip the Handle Cap J2 into place on the BBQ Lid Handle. The BBQ Lid is now ready to
use. To fit the BBQ Lid place it concentrically over the outer lip of the Fat Pan B or alternatively onto
the. Skottel BBQ as relevant. Before fitting the regulator to a gas container, ensure that the seal on
the regulator is in position and in good condition. This should be doneEnsure that the gas container
is fitted or changed in a wellventilated location, preferably outdoors, away from any source of
ignition suchMaking sure that the gas container is kept upright, screw the regulator onto the
container until it is fully engaged. Handtighten only. If there is a leak on your appliance smell of gas,
take it outside immediately into a wellventilated flamefree location where the leak mayIf you wish to
check for leaks on your appliance, do it outside using soapy water only, which is applied to theCheck
that all the connections are securely fitted and recheck with soapy water. If you cannot rectify the
gas leak. Contact your local CADAC stockist for assistance. When changing a gas container, firstly
close the container valve if fitted and then turn the Control Knob L1 clockwise to its stop position.
Ensuring that the flame is extinguished, unscrew the regulator.

Refit a full container following the same precautions as described above. To prepare the Skottel BBQ
option for use place it onto the Burner Pan D so that all three Locators V. Cooking temperatures are
easily adjusted to suit your own requirements by turning the Control Knob L1 to regulate the degree
of heat. AUseful optional accessories are the Skottel Food Warmers I2 that attach onto the Skottel
BBQ to keep food on the edge where it remainsSee Spares and Accessories table. To prepare the
BBQ option for use, first place the Fat Pan B on the Burner Pan D making sure that the location
recesses on the. Fat Pan B line up with the Fat Pan Locators U the outer edge of the Burner Pan D.
Place the Deflector Plate H2Complete the assembly by placing the chromed Wire Grid H1 inTo
prepare the NonStick Reversible Grill option for use, first place the Fat Pan B on the Burner Pan D
making sure that the locationDepending on theThe easy to clean, nonstick surface allows for
healthier cooking using less fat. Adjust the cooking time and temperature depending on personal



preferences for rare, medium or well done. Meat cooked in this manner,Your Carri Chef Skottel BBQ
is now ready for use. Your Carri Chef BBQ is now ready for use. Your Carri Chef Grill is now ready
for use. Caution As accessible parts become very hot, the use of oven gloves is advisable. Keep
young children awaySkottel BBQ.To use the BBQ or Grill place the Fat Pan B onto the Burner Pan D
and place the chosen top onto the Fat Pan BThe Skottel BBQ fits directly onto the outer lip of the
Burner Pan D.
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